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HSE Statistics – 2014 /2015

§ 142 fatal accidents - up by 7.
§ 599 cases prosecuted by HSE / EHO’s and Procurator 

Fiscal with 96% success rate
§ 9,400 enforcement notices issued by HSE down on 

previous year by 7%. One third Prohibition notices and 
two thirds improvement notices

§ HSE investigated 466 RIDDOR ill health incidents up 
from 258 in previous year

§ Overall the investigated total rose to 3,258 up by 17.
§ See  www.hse.gov.uk/statistics
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Occupational Health

• Increasing emphasis on occupational health within 
regulators

• John Strudley chair of Construction Industry Advisory 
Committee (CONIAC) and a HSE specialist principal 
inspector gave this warning “the misunderstanding of 
occupational health means that whilst industry 
focuses on more familiar safety issues, serious health 
risks get ignored.. We cannot let this continue” 

• HSE also take the view that employers have a 
misguided perception that health is more difficult to 
manage than safety
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Proactive Inspections
• Focus Area – Occupational Asthmagens and Carcinogens.
• Inspectors will –

• Assess management arrangements for control of risks
• Check risk assessments
• Is exposure as low as is reasonably practicable?
• Check extraction and RPE in place and being used
• Check training for employees and supervision
• Check LEV systems are suitable, effective at extracting 

contaminant, properly used by worker, have user manual and 
maintenance logbook, look for damage, including ducting and 
are maintained by competent person ( at least every 14 months)

• Check RPE is appropriate, face fitted, used, maintained, 
examined at regular intervals, cleaning methods

• Check health surveillance provision
• Check if air monitoring is being carried out and, if not confirm 

that decision is justified
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Personal & Corporate Liability
§ As at 16th October 2015, (excluding driving 

offences and asbestos waste dumping), there 
have been 168 individuals who, since 1975 
have received an immediate or suspended 
prison sentence for Health & Safety at Work 
offences 

§ Of those,157 have occurred since May 2008, 
(27 within 6 months to 16th October 2015)

§ Additional 51 for manslaughter, (this usually 
results in immediate imprisonment)

§ Since May 2008 there have been 437 fines of 
over £100k
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R-v- Blackmore Estate & Andrew Stocker

• Fruit farm on Blackmore Estate in Hampshire
• Apples stored in confined space. Controlled atmosphere, nitrogen 

pumped in. 1% oxygen at 1 degree Celsius
• Fruit needed to be selected for Marden Fruit Show; ten apples to 

be selected individually to give best chance of winning
• Stocker was the operations manager and was abroad at time of 

accident
• He had practised and shown others a method known as “scuba 

diving”. Holding breath and going into tank with net to select 
apples then coming back up to roof of tank and repeating until 
best ones found.

• Packing assistant and fruit quality checker both died. No 
witnesses, found in tank. Thought checker attempted rescue.

• Estate fined £75k. Stocker guilty of gross negligence 
manslaughter and imprisoned for two and a half years
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New Sentencing Guidelines for H&S cases
§ The Sentencing Council guidelines for Health & Safety 

Offences, Corporate Manslaughter and Food Safety & 
Hygiene Offences came into force on 1st February 2016.

§ They are retrospective
§ Guidelines cover all health and safety offences but in 

relation to food safety and food hygiene offences are 
focused on offences that are concerned with harm only.

§ Reason for review:
§ Assist Magistrates and Crown Courts
§ Fines have historically been too low
§ Historically, no distinction for small to medium 

companies from much larger companies – this is set 
to change. 
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New Sentencing Guidelines for H&S cases
• Guidelines depart from R-v- Jarvis Facilities Ltd 2005 –

“consistency of level of fine may not therefore be a primary 
aim of sentencing in these cases” and move toward a much 
more formulaic approach.

• The step by step approach varies dependant upon offence, 
Corporate Manslaughter is slightly different from Health and 
Safety which in turn differs slightly from Food Safety. They 
cover individuals as well as organisations 

• All have in common that the first step is to determine the 
culpability of the defendant and allocate it to an appropriate 
category, then to consider the harm caused by the offence, 
including both the ‘seriousness of the harm risked’ and the 
‘likelihood of harm’
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Step 1: Organisations - determining the offence category
§ Based on two stages:

Culpability – 4 categories
a)Very high – deliberate or flagrant breach
b)High – fell far short of the standard e.g. below industry 

standards, ignoring concerns raised, failing to respond to 
prior incidents, breaches subsisting over long period

c) Medium – e.g. systems in place but not sufficiently 
adhered to or implemented

d)Low – e.g. significant efforts made to address risk but 
inadequate on this occasion, no warning/circumstance 
indicating a risk or failings were minor and occurred as 
isolated incident

Harm – (seriousness and likelihood ).
a) Matrix given to assess initial harm category
b) Consider if offence exposed number of people to risk of 

harm
c) Was offence a significant cause of actual harm?
If b) or c) apply court must consider moving up a harm 
category
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Step 2 - starting point and category range
§ The court should obtain the business’s financial turnover to determine 

whether the organisation is: micro, small, medium, large or very large.
§ A failure to supply reliable information allows court to infer that defendant 

can pay any fine
§ Micro organisation - Turnover up to £2 million
§ Small organisation - Turnover £2 million to £10 million.
§ Medium organisation - Turnover £10 million to £50 million.
§ Large organisation - Turnover more than £50 million. 
§ The court will then identify a starting point and range for the appropriate 

level of fine. A table is provided dependant on size / culpability level and 
harm category setting out both starting points and category range of fine

§ The court will consider aggravating and mitigating factors to make 
adjustments from the starting point.

§ Basis of acceptable financial information for type of organisation is set 
out .e.g. annual accounts, annual revenue budget, Monitor accounts for 
NHS and annual audited accounts of charities
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Aggravating and mitigating features
Aggravating –

Statutory – previous convictions having regard to 
relevance to current offence and time elapsed. (relevant recent 
conviction likely to result in substantial upward adjustment)

Others –
a)Cost cutting at expense of safety
b)Deliberate concealment of illegal nature of activity
c) Breach of any court order
d)Obstruction of justice
e)Poor health and safety record
f) Falsification of documentation
g)Deliberate failure to obtain or comply with relevant 

licences in order to avoid scrutiny by authorities
h)Targeting vulnerable victims
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Aggravating and mitigating features

Mitigating –
a) No previous convictions or no relevant / recent convictions
b) Evidence of steps taken voluntarily to remedy problem
c) High level of co-operation with the investigation beyond 

that which will always be expected
d) Good health and safety record
e) Effective health and safety procedures in place
f) Self-reporting, co-operation and acceptance of 

responsibility
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Step 3 - Proportionality
• Court to ‘step back’ and review and adjust
• Is proposed fine based on turnover proportionate to overall means 

of the offender. Must reflect seriousness of offence taking into 
account financial circumstances of offender

• Fine should reflect extent to which offender fell below required 
standard. Must meet objectives of punishment, deterrence and the 
removal of any gain derived. It should not be cheaper to offend than 
take appropriate precautions

• Fine must be sufficiently substantial to have real economic impact 
which will bring home to both management and shareholders the 
need to comply with health and safety legislation

• Have regard to profit margins, any quantifiable economic benefit 
derived from offence (court may draw on information from 
authorities and others at to cost of operating within the law) and 
whether fine will put offender out of business. (in a bad case this is 
acceptable)

• Consider power to order time for payment or instalments
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Step 4 – Other factors warranting fine adjustment 

• Court to consider wider impacts of fine within the 
organisation or on innocent third parties e.g.
a) The fine impairs offenders ability to make restitution to 

victims
b) Impact of fine on offenders ability to improve conditions 

in the organisation to comply with the law
c) Impact of the fine on employment of staff, service users, 

customers and local economy
d) Where fine will fall on public or charitable bodies the fine 

should normally be substantially reduced if the offending 
organisation is able to demonstrate the proposed fine 
would have significant impact on the provision of its 
services
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Remaining Steps
• Step 5  - Reduction for assistance to prosecution (sections 73 

& 74 of Serious Organised Crime and Police Act)
• Step 6 – Reduction for guilty plea (separate guideline exists)
• Step 7 – Compensation and ancillary orders

a) Remediation order can be in addition to or instead 
imposing any punishment

b) Forfeiture
c) Compensation – takes priority over any other financial 

penalty including prosecution costs (but often covered by 
insurance)

• Step 8 – Totality principle, if more than one offence consider 
separate offences taken into consideration and totality 
guideline

• Step 9 – Give reasons for and explain effect of the sentence
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Corporate Manslaughter – The approach
§ By definition harm and culpability will be very serious
§ The court should consider the harm and culpability factors to identify 

the seriousness of the offence. When making this decision the court 
should ask:-
§ How foreseeable was serious injury? The more foreseeable it 

was, the graver will be the offence. 
§ Did the defendant fail to comply with advice from regulators, 

authorities or employees? 
§ Did the defendant fail to comply with industry standards? 
§ How adequate was training, supervision or reporting 

arrangements? 
§ How widespread was non-compliance? 
§ Was there more than one death or a high risk of further deaths, 

or serious personal injury in addition to death
At step two the court will focus on turnover to give starting point
At step three other financial factors are considered to ensure 
proposed fine is appropriate
A large organisation could face fine of £20m plus publicity order but 
your turnover makes you “Very Large”
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R-v- Sherwood Rise Ltd, Y Khan & M Khan

• First Corporate Manslaughter sentenced under new guidelines
• Prosecutions followed death of 86 year old widow. Neglected at care 

home. Weighed 3stone 5lbs. Half her body weight lost in 48 days
• Company was micro (under £2 million turnover) and had ceased 

trading. Home was closed down. Fine £300k
• Director Yousaf Khan admitted Gross Negligence Manslaughter jailed 

for 3 years and two months and disqualified from directorships for 8 
years

• Care Home Manager Mohammed Khan was convicted of Health & 
Safety offences and given one year suspended sentence
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Sentencing of Individuals – H&S offences
• Guidelines follow same stepped approach
• Step 2 – Starting points and category range includes potential 

community service (there is table of suggested hours) or custodial 
sentence even for low culpability. If custody threshold is passed 
court must consider if it is unavoidable or can it be suspended?

• Table includes bands of fine, amounts are set out as % of relevant 
weekly income (ranging between 25% and 700%)

• Aggravating factors includes offences committed whilst on bail
• Mitigating include inappropriate degree of trust or responsibility, 

mental disorder or learning disability, serious medical conditions, 
age/lack of maturity, sole or primary carer for dependant relatives

• Step 6 – includes consideration of penalty of disqualification as a 
director. Maximum period is 5 years in Magistrates Court, 15 
years in Crown Court

• Step 9 – consideration for time spent on bail
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HSE –v- Hugo Boss
• Fatal accident – child killed by unsecured falling mirror
• Turnover £192.8 m. Profit £23.8 million
• Seriousness of Harm – Death (Level A)
• Likelihood of Harm – High Medium or Low
• Seriousness assessed (taking into account number of people 

exposed to risk and whether offence was significant cause of 
actual harm)

• These taken together give harm ranking. Here 18 stone 
unsecured mirror exposing staff and customers to risk resulting in 
death – Harm Category 1

• Culpability – Here company had failed to act following previous 
incidents with falling mirrors therefore – High

• Turnover = Large Company ? Very Large
• Harm category 1 with High Culpability has starting point of £2.4m 

with range of £1.5 to £6m
• Reduction for early guilty plea of up to one third
• Fine £1.2m + £47k costs but how much now?
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Northallerton now – still a £10k fine?

• Seriousness of harm risked – Probably level B  ( IP is still incontinent etc.)
• Likelihood of harm – Uncontrolled 38 ton reversing truck – High
• That would give a Harm Category 2
• Turnover - £1121m
• If considered large company – Starting point for fine £1.1m with range of 

£550k to £2.9m
• However guidelines state “if turnover very greatly exceeds threshold for 

large organisations, it may be necessary to move outside the suggested 
range to achieve a proportionate sentence”

• Large threshold is £50m turnover. What is proportionate to £1211m? A 
straight mathematical calculation leads to a starting point for fine of £26.4m

• If victim had died, starting point £4m for large (8% of turnover) with range of 
£2.6m to £10m (5.2% to 20%)

• If Corporate Manslaughter - £7.5m for large (15%) with range of £4.8m to 
£20m (9.75% to 40%)
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In case you doubted the seismic shift !

• Prosecution of port operator at Purfleet
• Terminal worker suffered injury while mooring ocean-going vessel
• Hand caught between rotating drum of powered capstan and a 

heaving line. Arm drawn in resulting in multiple fractures and 
nerve and ligament damage

• Main aggravating features - failing to heed warnings raised by its 
workers prior to incident, inadequate training and unsafe system 
of work

• Turnover £25.1m
• Fine £1.8 m or 23% of its pre- tax profit
• Costs awarded of £14,300
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Practical issues
• Obtain a copy of the guidelines – download for free from 

www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk
• Magistrates courts are likely to take some time to become familiar 

with new guidelines. 
• Don’t forget prosecution are also entitled to costs of investigation 

and prosecution, not already recouped under FFI
• Likely to lead to more ‘ Newton Hearings’ that is where a judge hears 

evidence to determine the factual basis upon which the defendant 
will be sentenced. Whilst than can lose credit for the early guilty plea 
if judge finds against them, the formulaic approach may make it a 
risk worth taking. Starting point between harm category 1 & 2 can be 
as much as £2m

• Expert Evidence might be required to settle on correct sentencing 
category even if guilty plea

• Remember H&S offences are committed by exposing others to 
harm, no harm need actually be caused.
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RECENT CASE LAW
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E C J – Tyco case

• Concerned “Working Time”
• On 10th September 2015 court ruled that journeys made by 

workers without a fixed or habitual place of work between their 
homes and the first and last customer of the day constitute 
“working time” within the meaning of the Working Time 
Directive.

• Workers in such a situation are carrying out there duties over 
the whole of the duration of their journey

• Workers with a fixed or habitual place of work are only “at 
work” between the times they are at that place

• If workers are sent from home to a place they do not normally 
work they are “at work” from the moment they leave home
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New Guidance
• Dangerous Substance storage – New Guidance for 

storage of flammable liquids to align the guidance with 
the findings of the Buncefield report.

• Supplements advice in the ACoP. There are three 
covering liquids in tanks - HSG 176, liquids in 
containers – HSG 51 and the safe handling and use of 
flammable liquids – HSG 140

• HSE has also updated guidance of Electrical Safety, it 
runs to 52 pages (HSR 25 - 3rd edition) and covers all 
aspects of the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989

• Revised guidance (30 pages) on risks of work- related 
skin exposure (HSG 262 - 2nd edition)

• Revised Guidance for PPE includes self employed 
removal, turban wearing Sikhs etc. (L25 – 3rd edition)
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What’s Coming ?
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What’s Coming?
• A “soft launch” of new 5 year strategy by HSE is taking place
• The six themes for the strategy are: 

• Promoting broader ownership of workplace health and 
safety

• Highlighting and tackling the burden of work-related ill-
health 

• Supporting small firms 
• Enabling productivity through proportionate risk 

management 
• Anticipating and tackling the challenges of new technology 

and ways of working 
• Sharing the benefits of Great Britain’s approach 

• Likely to be change to National Local Authority Inspection and 
Enforcement code. If so there is likely to be change to LAC 67 
– the list of activities for proactive inspection by EHO’s
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New International Standards

• New Standard 45001 to supersede 1SO 18001
• Consultation is underway
• Aim to increase Executive Leadership Health and Safety 

commitment, improve worker involvement, and insert Health 
and Safety practices into the business processes and 
procedures of an organization, in a holistic manner 

• See more at: 
https://community.intelex.com/library/explore/ondemand-
webinars/iso-45001-ohsms-what-it-will-mean-you-and-your-
business#sthash.0bUSF9ag.dpuf
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What’s Coming?

§ Continuing focus Europe wide of work with 
nanoparticles, a European Commission assessment of 
need to review occupational health and safety legislation 
is underway. (They fall under definition of chemical 
substance in REACH regulations). A web portal has been 
created to provide information. HSE has published 
guidance

§ Currently research has not provided sufficient evidence 
to set a measurement methodology to allow 
Occupational Exposure Limits to be set

§ Currently relying on good hygiene control practices 
under COSHH
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Basic Safety Standards Directive on 
Ionising Radiation

• Consolidates several legislative measures on radiological protection
• Must be complied with in UK by 6th February 2018
• Being led by Department for Energy and Climate Change
• It will include Radon
• Radon levels in 1999 regulations considered too high by many 

including WHO
• BRE Map remains a real problem
• New Building Regulations missed an opportunity
• Don’t rely on map - test
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Directive on Rights of Posted Workers

• Posted workers are those who are employed in one country but are 
sent by their employer to carry out their work in another EU member 
state on a temporary basis. ( HSE estimates 37,000 in UK)

• Definition excludes migrant workers
• Intention is to prevent “social dumping” by undercutting local service 

providers because labour standards are lower
• Implementation is required by 18th June 2016
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Questions?


